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IN RECENT YEARS, ECONOMIC justice clearly has

emerged as a topic of serious and sustained
attention for Christian authors. Biblical schol-

ars, theologians, historians, ethicists, and vari-

ous practitioners have weighed in from a range

of perspectives, disciplines, theologies, and

denominations, as they explore and explicate
the intersection between Christian faith and

the complex, interconnected, and inequita-
ble economic contexts in which we find our-

selves today. One of the newest contributions

to this burgeoning literature-and easily one

of the most comprehensive and effective vol-

umes published in recent years-is Daniel K.

Finn's Christian Economic Ethics: History

and Implications. A professor at Saint John's

University in Minnesota, Finn holds advanced

degrees from the University of Chicago in

both economics and religious social ethics;

his awareness of the subject matter and episte-

mologies of both fields-and his sensitivity to

their nuances-set this book apart from some

(primarily) theologically oriented texts that

engage economic thought and phenomena.

The book is focused on the following ques-

tion: "What does the history of Christian views
of economic life mean for our economic life in

the twenty-first cenhiry?" (p. 4). Thus, while
the content and stmcture of the volume is his-

torically oriented, Finn's primary interest is

always on the potential implications of the tra-

ditions he explores for contemporary Christian

discipleship.
The volume contains twenty-one chapters,

divided into five parts: 1) a two-chapter intro-

duction; 2) an eight-chapter survey of perspec-
tives "From the Bible to the Reforrnation"; 3)

"Resources for Interpretation," including chap-

ters on "The Development of Moral Teaching"
and "What We Should and Should Not Learn

from Economics"; 4) a four-chapter treatment

of "Modern Church Teaching on Economic

Life," examining the legacies of six modern

popes and the development of Catholic Social

Teaching-as well as a thoughtful chapter on

Protestant perspectives; and 5) a helpful four-

chapter section on "Coming to Conclusions,"

in which Finn reviews "eight basic convictions
and thirteen essential elements for an economic

ethic today" (p. 329), before highlighting sev-

enteen "important implications about what the

history of Christian views of economic life

means for us today" (p. 349).

Finn's style is noteworthy; he incorporates

dozens of quotations (highlighted in text boxes)

from the various figures and traditions he sur-

veys, interspersed with running analysis that

serves, in an almost midrashic style, to con-

textualize, summarize, and explicate these pri-

mary texts. His commentary and analyses are

uniformly judicious and fair, as he identifies

strengths and weaknesses of different perspec-

tives, both theological and economic. The result

is a remarkably sweeping and accessible survey



of Christian thinking about economic justice,

replete with theological insight and helpfiilly
concrete reflections on Christian faithfulness

in today's economic environment-a must-read

for anyone interested in the Christian faith and

ic justice.economic
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